
Newark TheN_Now_Tomorrow
Connections define Newark’s character. Rail, air, auto, and shipping traffic, as well as pedestrian and cyclist passage, 
comprise the circuits meandering and cutting across its metropolitan landscape. If Newark’s legacy was determined 
by its success as a major crossroads of industry and migration, then that infrastructure is its history and we elevate it 
signify the city’s past, current and future identity.

BoRdeRlaNds
To unify a visually and architecturally heterogeneous landscape, we propose to ring the border of Newark with a 
network of info-trees that display relevant updates of historical, contemporary and future events to “travelers,” both 
residents and visitors crossing the city’s thresholds on a daily basis.  as “travelers” cross into the city they discover 
information on historical, municipal, cultural or neighborhood events depending on what flashes on the solar powered 
led screens. These stainless steel info-trees provide a changing visual feed and at these border crossings stream 
downloadable information to travelers. 

CITysCape
as “travelers” pass further into Newark these info-trees, which can vary in scale and color, provide more specific 
information related to the life and culture of Newark’s diverse neighborhoods. For example, near city hall one might 
find a grove of info-trees that are flashing municipal updates such as the mayor’s 25 accomplishments in 25 months. 
a series of info-trees distributed throughout the Ironbound area might announce to locals the activities of the 
community group Villages of the Future. on springfield avenue an info-tree could broadcast to tourists the day and 
time for tours of historic Woodland cemetery. 

The unique system Newark_Then/Now/Tomorrow entices people to and orients visitors in Newark. It also serves a 
means for telling residents what is happening in their unique and vibrant city. as a potential feedback loop the system 
could register the desires of all those traveling through the city.
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 Newark Now: Cherry blossom fesTival aT brook braNChaT brook braNCh uNTil april 2009

Newark Then:
- locals and Visitors
- social History
- Media History (i.e. star ledger)
- 40 years ago today

Newark Now
- Municipal information
- Neighborhood information
- sporting events
- art and entertainment events
- What’s on view at the museums
- Time of day (get local info to break routine)

Newark Tomorrow:
- City slogans

 Newark TheN: Jazz hub of The 40s

 Newark Now: Cherry blossom fesTival aT brook braNCh

 Newark Tomorrow: GreeN Crossroads for The fuTure

2a. McCarter / 280
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West side park
Family Reunion BBQ

Woodland  
Cemetery
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3a. springfield

3a. springfield (pedestrian level)


